Test
Theme: Russia - My Motherland.
1) Choose the proper words and fill in the blanks
1. we are proud … the country.
A in
B of
C on
D to
2. … rivers include the Volga in Europe, the Yenisei, the ob, the Lena in
Asia.
A abundant
B national
C major
D total
3. The greatest … of natural gas are located in Siberia and the Far East.
A mineral
B concentrate
C deposits D plains
4. The city was … restored after the Tartar invasion.
A especially B densely
C naturally D gradually
5. St Basils Cathedral has many ….
A eagles
B domes
C chambers

D courts

6. The … power is realized by the Federal Assembly.
A executive
B judicial
C legislative D federal
7. The Upper chamber of the Federal Assembly is called the . … of
Federation.
A Duma
B Council
C Court
D State
8. At the end of the 18 the century the Russian aristocracy … the European
clothes and speech.
A approved B appointed C adopted
D destroyed
9. The period, when Catherine the Great …, was characterized by the
great cultural growth.
A reigned
B adopted
C ruined
D restored
10. Now we can easily travel abroad, enjoy … of speech and religion.
A abundant B wealth
C court
D freedom

2) 1. Choose the proper form of the Infinitive and fill in the blanks
1. The museums … are far from this plase.
A to visit
B visit C to be visited

D to have visited

2. They want … that book to him.
A to be presented B to present C present D to have been presented
3. … ministers is the President”s function.
A to appoint B to be appointed C to approve D to be approved
4. … this report, you should go to the library.
A to appoint B to be prepared C to prepare D to be approved
5. … the people of this country, you should study their customs and
traditions.
A to prepare B to be understood C to understand D to prepared
6. The book … is interesting.
A to be read B to read C have read D have been read
7. I dont want … about this thing.
A to talk B say C to have been said D be told
8. They flag … is approved by the Federal Assembly.
A to develop B to restore C to be restored D to attract
9. The flag … is approved by the Federal Assembly.
A to adopt B to be adopted C to symbolize D to be symbolized
10. Thousands of tourists try … Baikal.
A to have been visited B to be visited C to have visited D to visit

3) The text contains different mistakes: 5-in spelling, 6-in grammar.
Correct the mistakes and rewrite the text
My Motherland is Russia. It is a very large and beatiful country. It extend
from Arctic Ocean to Black Sea, from Baltic Sea to Pasific Ocean. On its
vast teritory you can see highlands and lowlands, forests and graslands,
rivers and lakes. More than 150 milion people live in our country. Tourists
from all over the world come to visit my country.

4) Answer these multiple-choice questions about Russia
1. What territory does the country occupy?
A 90 million square kilometres
B 17 million square kilometres
C 150 millions square kilometres
2. What countries does Russia border?
A Spain, China, the Ukraine
B Finland, China, the Ukraine
C Finland, Mongolia, Norway
3. What are the major rivers of Russia?
A the Lena, the Volga, the Armur
B the Lena, the Volga, the Ob
C the Northern part of the country
4. Where is the most of the mineral wealth of Russia?
A in the European part of the country
B in the Asian part of the country
C in the Northern part of the country
5. Where is the most of the mineral wealth of Russia?
A in Siberia and the Far East
B in the European part of the country
C near the Black Sea
6. How many million people live Russia?
A more than 150 million people
B more than 100 million people

C more than 90 million people
7. What part of the country is densely populated?
A Siberia
B the Far East
C the European part of the country

8. Who is the head of the state?
A the President
B the Prime Minister
C the king

Test
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
1) Choose the proper words and fill in the blanks
1. The UK … a territory of the British Isles
A comprises B separates C surrounds D flows
2. The UK is situated off the north-western coast of Europe on the …
A ocean B islands
C tributaries
D cross
3. St Partick chose the … to illustrate the Christian doctrine of the Trinity
to the Irish.
A shamrock B thistle C daffodil D leek
4. … comprise southern and eastern England
A Highlands B coast
C Lowlands
D peninsula
5. Highlands include Scotland, Wales, the Pennines, the Lake District, and
the southern … of Britain.
A island
B coast
C Lowlands D peninsula
6. Many swift rivers in Scotland have their... .
A islands B tributaries C strain
D peninsula
7. The... red cross against a white background is of the patron St George
A diagonal B upright C English D total
8. The Wels people have the... of speaking their mother tongue.
A background
B habit
C protection
D patron
9. The UK doesnt … upon other countries.
A succeed
B remain
C depend

D manufacture

10. The industrial … is more developed in South Wales.
A manufacturing
B habit
C coast
D surface

2) Choose the proper form: gerund, gerund + preposition, preposition
+ gerund and fill in the blanks
1. ...the surfase of the country is of great importance.
A by mentioning
B mentioning
C on mentioning
D after mentioning
2.Highland Britain is worth...
A of seeing B seeing C in seeing D on seeing
3. The UK continues … commerce
A with succeeding
B succeeding with
C in succeeding
D succeeding in
4. The UK succeeds … one of the important commercial center of the
world.
A remaining
B in remaining
C on remaining
D remaining in
5. The English people started … their national flag “ the Union Jack” long
ago.
A naming
B with naming
C on naming
D in naming
6. The country people went … their mother tongue.
A on speaking
B with speaking
C of speaking
D by speaking
7. The Welsh people have the habit … their mother tongue.
A in speaking
B on speaking
C speaking
C of speaking
8. … the thistle as the national emblem of Scotland, Scotsmen began to
wear it on their jackets
A without choosing
B choosing
C in choosing
D on choosing
9. One can”t describe the surface of the country … lakes and rivers.
A with mentioning
B without mentioning
c on mentioning
D in mentioning

10. Many people like the idea … Scotland.
A of visiting
B in visiting
C on visiting
D by visiting
3) The text contains different mistakes: 4 – spelling, 3 – in grammar.
Correct the mistakes and rewrite the text
One cannot describe the UK without mention Wales, a highland country.
Some people like visit Snowdonia, a park in the region of high mountains.
The population of Wales is about 3 milion people. Cardiff, the kapital and
the largest city of Wales, is situate near the river Taff. Since ancient times
the Welsh have been fond of singing. Nowdays the standart of singing is
very high.
1) Answer these multiple-choice questions about London
1. Where is London situated?
A On the right bank of the Thames
B On the left high bank of the Thames
C On the both banks of the river Thames
2. How many people does London comprise?
A 8 million people
B 7 million people
C 6 million people
3. How many parts can London be divided into?
A 4 parts
B 2 parts
C 3 parts
4. Where is Westminster Abbey situated?
A in the City
B in the East End
C in the workers”
5. How is the City often called?
A the goods of London
B the hands of London

C the money of London
6. Where do Londoners like to spend their free time?
A in numerous banks
B in the shops
C in the green parks
7. What is the heart of London?
A Westminster Abbey
B the Tower
C the City

